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Virtual or not, we are still Brothers

The Chi Chapter of Phi Delta Chi at Auburn University



Chi Chapter's Executive board
WCC/WC, WVC, WKRS, WKF, WMA, WIG,

WP,WAL, and Advisor



COVID-19 Impact

During the 2020-2021 academic year, Auburn
University limited all in-person gatherings and
events to no more than 50 people. As a result,
chapter operations including, but not limited
to, meetings, social events, and recruitment
events were conducted via Zoom for the
majority of the school year to ensure the
safety of the brothers. 

COVID-19 Guidelines and
Regulations



 

Even though we were virtual, we
were able to come together for

our recruitment events!

Becoming a Brother



On Fridays, brothers are encouraged to wear the
specially made black polo with our names on it.
This signifies the unity of the chapter and allows
others within the school of pharmacy to visualize
our presence.  Brothers wear their polos
with pride and confidence.

Programs Promoting
Brotherhood

Chi Days



Brotherhood means having a relationship with a group of people who
are behind you throughout life’s journey. Brothers help lead and guide
you to your success. They are the people you can count on in times of
need. There are days when you will be down and they are there to pick
you up and encourage you to keep going. You can look at brotherhood
as your backbone. People you build close relationships with and are
there for you. I can remember numerous times when I needed
assistance with things and even though it was last minute, I had a
brother who was willing to help me out. This is even more important in
pharmacy school as you can have topics that are difficult to
understand and brotherhood plays a vital role in helping you
understand those topics. I am thankful for the brothers I have gained by
being in Phi Delta Chi. They are my support system and the
relationships I have built I know will be life-long.

- Dw'Nesia Williams

Brotherhood Reflection



Promoting Scholastic Achievement

PBA Preparation 
At the end of each quarter, students undergo exams on the topics
that were introduced that quarter. As a part of those
examinations, students take Performance Based Assessments
(PBAs), formerly known as Objective Structured Clinical
Examinations (OSCEs). These assessments are geared toward
having students apply knowledge in real-world patient
encounters. As such, there is a lot of anxiety that surrounds PBAs.
to help with this, Brothers meet and create a simulated script that
is used to help Brothers practice before the actual examination. 



Promoting Scholastic
Achievement 
Finals Review
At the end of each quarter, during finals, a few brothers in the
same classes meet up to review course material that will be
covered on the end-of-term exams. Due to students having
limited access to study rooms this year, Brothers met via Zoom.
This provided a means for them to interact face-to-face, and
review material. Reviewing together allows brothers to help
each other in areas that they may not understand individually.
Brothers are able to work together to ensure that each member
is ready for the exam.  



Alumni led CV Workshop

 As the name suggests, we will enlist the
help of some alumni brothers to conduct

a CV workshop.

Programs Promoting Leadership

Instagram Recognition

Brothers who have leadership positions are
recognized on the chapter's Instagram

page. Their hard work and leadership skills
are acknowledged and praised as they are
representative of the leadership skills we
strive for as a chapter. Their recognition
motivates and inspires others within the

chapter. 



Chi Brothers are Leaders!



What have we
been up to?

Fundraising

Our fundraising committee designed and sold masks in
various colors to raise money for the Chapter and St.
Jude.

Recruitment

Due to the ongoing pandemic, both of our recruitment
events took place over Zoom. We held a virtual Game
Night for our Informal event and a virtual Trivia Night
for our Formal event.

Social/Brotherhood

To celebrate the end of the year, Brothers gathered
together to enjoy a fun night of bowling. We also
enjoyed time with our P4 brother's the night before
graduation at their send-off dinner!

Community Service

Several Brothers volunteered their time at vaccine
clinics throughout the year and helped administer
Influenza and COVID-19 vaccines. 



THANK YOU!
 

 


